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THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE FOR RF8/+7 IS FALSE1

BY

DONALD M. DAVIS AND MARK MAHOWALD

Abstract. Let a(n) denote the number of l's in the binary expansion of n.
It is proved that if n m 7 (8), a(ri) = 6, and n y= 63, then RP" can be
immersed in R2"-14. This provides the first counterexample to the well-
known conjecture that the best immersion is in R2»-2«!")* ' (when a(n) = 1

or 2 mod 4). The method of proof is obstruction theory.

1. Introduction. In [6] we announced that we had proved the nonimmersion

part of the well-known conjecture [7], [10]:

Let a(n) denote the number of l's in the binary expansion of n. Let

2a(n) ifa(n) = l,2(4),

ß(n) = - 2a(n) + 1    tia(n) = 0 (4),

2a(n) + 2    if a(n) = 3 (4).

If n = 7 (8), then RF" ç rj>*»-M0+i but RF" g R2»-*«
Our proof was wrong [25] and, moreover, the result is wrong for a(n) = 6

(and probably also for most values of a(n)). Indeed, our main result shows

that the conjectured best immersion dimension is at least three too large if

a(n) = 6.

Theorem 1:1 // n = 7 (8), a(n) = 6, and n ¥= 63, RF" ç R2""14 but

RP" gR2"-".

The best immersion dimension for RF" when « + 1 is a 2-power was

established in [9] and [13]. The lesson of our paper is that the immersion

problem for RF" is much harder than was previously expected: the only

nonimmersions detected by the Adams operation uV3 — 1 are those of [13].

In [6] we also announced that we had obtained the conjectured immersions

when a(n) = 5,6, 8, or 9. That proof is valid and is sketched in this paper,

although we no longer conjecture these immersions to be best possible.
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362 D. M. DAVIS AND MARK MAHOWALD

Theorem 1.2. If n = l (8), RF" ç R2n~D; if n = 3 (8), RF" Q R2"-*,
where D and E are given by the table:

°tn)

D

E

8     9   >10

9    11    14    16    17       18

9    10   15    17    17*     17*

7At? numbers indicated with * may be increased to 18 ifn = 11 (16).

It is well known [21] that RF" immerses in R2"-' if and only if the map

RF" -» BO which classifies the stable normal bundle {2L - n — 1)£, lifts to

BO„_e (where L is any sufficiently large integer). When n = 7 (8), this bundle

is trivial on RF7 (since KO (RF7) « Z8) and so its classifying map lifts to the

7-connected covering BO [8]. The nonimmersion of Theorem 1.1 is proved by

showing that the map RP"-»*F0[8]-> BO[S]/BO„_xs[%] is essential, by

studying   the   Adams   spectral   sequence   which   converges   to

[RP»,BO[S]/BOn_xs[t]]-
The immersion of Theorem 1.1 is proved by considering the diagram

BOn_lA[8]

Í2(fi0[8]/50„_14[8] x S-ÍU       S —U S/BO„_14[&]

RP"-£->    BO[8] —% BO[8]IBOn_l4[S]

where £ is the fiber of k0. The immersion follows from

Lemma 1.4. (a) There is a lifting I ofg.

(b) There is a map f: RF"-»fi(FO[8]/50n_14[8D such that kxpif X /) is
null homotopic.

(c) The fibre ofkx has the same n-type as BO„_xJß].

2. Preliminaries and discussion of Theorem 12. Let bo denote the connected

ß-spectrum whose Skth space is the (8fc - l)-connected space BO [Sk]

localized at 2 [10], [4]. Let BSpN denote the classifying space forjsymplectic

vector bundles of real geometric dimension N, and let B„ ** BSpN /\BSp bo

denote the space which was called E% in [5]. Let A: RP4*"*"3-» QPk denote

the canonical map. If g': QPk -» BSp classifies pHk, then g = g' • A classifies

4PÍ4*+3-
Let E¡ and F,0 (or sometimes E¡iN) and E°iN)) denote the ith space in an

«-MPT [8] for the fibrations VN-»BSpN->BSp and VN /\bo-*B%^>BSp,
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respectively. By the techniques of [15] there is a map E¡ -» E° which respects

the projections.

Let Pj? » RPM/RPN~X and PN = P£. PN and VN have the same 2^-type

[12], and since our resolutions are through degree n with n < 2N, PN and VN

are interchangeable. A fc-invariant in Hm(E¡) (all coefficients are Z^ unless

otherwise indicated) corresponds to an element in Ext'¿'+m_1(FA,), which is

tabulated in [17]. Here, and throughout the paper, & denotes the mod 2

Steenrod algebra, and we have abbreviated Ex.t(H*(X), tfj to Ext(A"). The

tables of [17] will be used extensively without always explicitly saying so. We

will denote by k¡„ a ^-invariant in Hm(E¡), where E¡ is the ith space in some

MPT.
Let A*</> denote the space formed from X by killing classes in Exf¿'(X)

for 0 < s < i. More precisely,

Definition 2.1. Let X(G} « X. Let X(i) denote the fibre of the map

X<J - 1> -». K&» Kxtf(XQ - 1»). Then Extä'LY</>) « Bxff'-'-'iX).
Definition 2.2. Let *<0, i> denote the mapping cone of the map X(j + 1>

-+X.

In the stable range (which is the only range in which these constructions

will be considered) the 2-primary homotopy groups of A"<0, /> are those

obtained by considering the elements of the Adams spectral sequence [1] of X

of filtration < i.
If F-» E S B is a fibration which is totally transgressive [8] in the range

of interest and E¡ is the ith stage of a MPT forp, then fibreiF, -» B) « F<0, i

— 1> (in the stable range). This follows easily from the map of fibrations

F{i)->F

1 1
E->E

1 1
E¡->B

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is quite similar to that of [5, 1.4, 1.3(b)]. It
involves a detailed study of the MFTs for the lifting question

BSPN

J
E¡-

RP*k+3 -^r (g* -£-+ BSp -

aN=4k+S-D

I
-+Ef

Ï
■*■ BSp

We use [5, 1.8] and maps of MPTs for
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ï

BSp
1

-+BSp

to get QPk to lift to E? for largest possible /. The possible obstructions to

pulling this lifting back to E¡ are the elements of ExtJr,+4'-,(PA,) for s < i and

j < k which are not Ao-primary, i.e. which are in the kernel of the

homomorphism Ext^PN) -> ExX^PN /\ bo). These are just the dots in t - s

s 3 (4) in the tables of [17] which are not part of the regular towers. It is the

existence of such possible obstructions which cause our inability to assert

liftings of RF" to BO„_e for e > 18. However, we can sometimes show these

obstructions are zero by naturality using the maps of MFTs for

BSpN_A

BSp-

-*BSpN

-+BSp

Having lifted QPk to E¡ for some i we can often lift RP4*+3 to El+e for some

small positive integer e by ^determinancy computations. This gives us a

lifting to BSpN if Ext^'iFy) = 0 whenever s > i + e and / — s < n, for then

BSpN -* E¡+t is an w-equivalence.

We exemplify with the case a(«) = 7, n = 8/ + 7. Then N = 8/ - 7, o(/)

= 4, and g" classifies (2t_2 — 21 — 2)//2/+1. As in [5, §4] we compute

\2L-2-2l-2\

3, i=2/- 2,
5 + vil), i** 21- 1,
4, i = 21,
5, i = 2/+l,

where K2a(2A + 1)) - a. Thus by [5, 1.8] g' lifts to tf&.j and g'lßF2'"1 lifts
to 580,_ „. (We use here that if 0 < e < 3 and i > m,

Í1       if i* — m odd, e = 0, 1,
-1    if/-modd,e = 3,
0       otherwise,

so that

Kff4,-l(^8/-5AAö)) =

0,
1,
4,

15,

< 2/ - 2,
= 2/ - 1,
= 2/,
= 21+ 1.)

Since

ir*., (fibre(£4 (8/ - 11) -» F4° (8/ - 11)))

= ^-iCfíbreíPg,.,,^, 3> - F8/_„ A bo(0, 3») - 0
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for i < 21, g'\QP2l~x lifts to F4(8/ - 11). (The last equality holds because in

[17, Tables 8.6 and 8.14] all elements in columns 2, 6, and 10 occur in the

regular tower, which is also present after applying /\bo). Since

»„_, (fibre(£4(8/ -11)-* F4°(8/ - 5))) = 0

g'lgF2' lifts to F4(8/ - 11) and, hence, to F4(8/ - 7) = F5(8/ - 7). (The use
of 8/ - 11 was to get past the non-60-primary element labeled 0h2 in [17,

Tables 8.2 and 8.10].) Since 7r8/+3(fibre(F5(8/ - 7) -> F5°(8/ - 5))) = 0, g' lifts

to Fs(8/ - 7), and, hence, there is a lifting / of g'h to Fs(8/ - 7) which sends

the ¿-invariants £f/+3 (corresponding to the top element in column 9 of [17,

Tables 8.2 and 8.10]) and fc8/+7 to zero (because the lifting factors through

QP2I+1). If /*(A:|/+4) ¥= 0 (which it will since

we form a new lifting /' = u(*8/+3 X /), where p: (Ksl+x X A"8/+3 X ATg/+6)

X E¡-^E¡ is the action of the fibre on the total space of the principal

fibration F50-* F4°, K¡ = K(Z2, i), and xsl+3 is the map RF8/+7-+ Ktl+X X

Ksl+3 X Ktl+6 which is nontrivial in //8/+3. p*(k¡¡+4) - 1 X k¡,+4 + Sq'ig,.^

X 1 + other terms. This can be shown as in [8] by computing the relations in

the MPT. (Alternatively, the existence of Sq't in p*(k) corresponds to the

action of h0 in Ext, so this information can be read directly from the tables of

[17].) Then I'*(k¡,+4) = l*(k¡,+4) + Sqxxl+3(isl+3) = 0. We must also check

that l'*(k¡,+y) = 0, but this is so since Sq4xg/+3 = 0, Sq3Sq'jc8/+3 ■> 0, and

w4((2L — SI — 8)|) = 0, so that if Sq4t8/+3 X 1 and t8/+3 X w4 are present in

p*(k¡,+1) (which in fact they are), they do not contribute to T*(kl¡+1). Thus /'

lifts to l6: RF8,+7 -+ F6(8/ - 1)Af %(ki+4) ^ 0, it can be varied as above.

Thus there is a lifting to E-, — BSps,_v

3. The spaces BO[S]/BON[S]. Throughout the remainder of the paper we

shall let C/f = BO[%]/BO[$]. In this section we compute ir,(CN) for 1 < N

+ 14 and W odd. We also compute [F", QCN] and [P", CN] for certain values

of N and n.

Theorem 3.1. There is an isomorphism of ^-modules H*(BO[%], BON[S]) «

H*ÇZP„) ® &//&1, through degree N + 16, where (^ is the subalgebra of &

generated by Sq1, Sq2, and Sq4.

Proof. Let k: BO [8] -+BO and k = BO[S]/BON[S]-+ BO/BON. Let
1:1VN = CVN/VN^>BO[S]/BON[8] be induced from the fibration VN->

BON[i] -> BO [8]. The Serre spectral sequence [20] of the relative fibration

(CVN, VN) -» (BO[8], BON[S]) -+ BO[8] collapses through degree 2W because

it is mapped onto by that of (BO, BON) -> BO. Thus there is a vector space
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isomorphism

H*(BO[&], BON[t]) m <{k*w„: m > A/}> ® H*(BO[&]),

where <5> denotes the vector spacejpanned by S. Here we use the external

cup product and the fact that i*k*wm = sam~x, the nonzero element in

Hm&VN).

ByStong[23],

Zj    1 = 0,8,12,14,15,

//'(50[8])«- withSqV,-^,

.0     other/ < 16,

for i - 4,6, 7, and k*w¡ ** u¡ for / = 8,12,14,15. By the Wu formula, for
/ < 15,

Sq'(AVffl)=       2        [mi~l7J)k*wm+l_jUl?wj.
J<i \        '       J        /

For/< 15,

y-0,8,12,14,15

Z2,    / - 0, 8, 12, 14, 15,

generated by Sq'.

.0,      other/< 16,

x¡r.H*i2PN) &&//&Í-*H\BO[8], BON[Z]) defined by trv(iam®Sq')»
k*w„+x u k*w¡ is an éE-module isomorphism in the desired range. For

example,

i¡>(SqX3(sam ® Sq0))

- *((£)*«w+u® Sq°+ (^«"^Sq8 + {"¡)sam+x ® Sq»2)

" (S^-M + ( 5 )**"*+« U ̂ W« + (T)*^ U ***»

= Sq,3(**wm+I) = Sq'VCw" ® Sq°).       Q

Thus by the change-of-rings theorem [3], [4, Lemma 3.1], Exf£iCN)fa

Ex1?£Ç2PN), and this is as in Table 3.2. As usual, vertical and diagonal (/)

lines indicate multiplication by A0 and A,, respectively. Diagonal (\) lines are
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Nsl (S) A'   A'   'V
1     3 11 15

t-s-N*-

N=3(S)

•   *,*%>

t-s-N*

N=!T(8)

sí

^k K%kl
1       3 12

t-s*N+

N57(U) A
A £

13      15
t-s-N^

Table 3.2

«^-differentials in the Adams spectral sequences, which will be established in

Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.

Extg^Py) can be computed by minimal resolution and this is listed in §6

when N = 1,5,1 (8). A second way of computing it for t - s < N + 15 is

by the exact sequence
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-» Ex?é'(PN ) -+ Ext£(F„ ) -» Exf¿;(28F„ ) -» Ext*a+X-'(PN ) -»

using the tables of Ext^F^) in [17]. This exact sequence is obtained by

applying Extfi(//*F/V ® -, Zj) to the short exact sequence through degree 15

0 -> 28t?//#i -* &//&Í -» Zj -* 0.

Theorem 3.3. There are differentials in the Adams spectral sequences for

CN as indicated in Table 3.2.

Proof. As in Theorem 3.1, H*(BON+x[i], BON[SJ) « sN+x&//&2, and so

Exf¿'(50w+1[8]/FOA,[8]) « Extg-"-1 (Z2, Z2),

which begins (by [11])

A
6 8 12 -t-s«N+l+

The ^-differential is present because

BON+x[S]/BON[S]iN+m = SN+X U aeN+9 U „e^13

and, since A comes from Ext(5Ar+1), by [26,9.4] A represents the composite

5jv+i2<8:^0> sn+\. SN+X u aeN+9 U ,eN+x3,

which is null homotopic because <8, v, a> is, by definition, the composite

■•Jv+12 SN+sU„eN+l2^SN+x

and io is null homotopic.

If N s 3 (8), the inclusion BON+x[Z]/BON[S]-*BO[&]/BON[&] sends the
Ext-classes A and 5 nontrivially. Thus the indicated d2: E23,N+l6(CN)-*

Ei'N+"(CN) when N = 3 (8) is present, and the other <i2's for N = 3 (8)

follow by h0- and A,-naturality. The d2s for N = 1 and W = 5 follow by

naturality from the maps CN -* CN+2.      Q

THEOREM 3.4. In the Adams spectral sequences pictured in Table 3.2 there are

no nonzero differentials except those indicated.
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Proof. We first show d3 annihilates the element g,5 of Extg,JV+15(CJV) when

N = 1 (16). We consider the exact sequence

a* «"•

vn+is(cn/^pn) -* *n+h(£pn) -> irN+u(CN).

By Theorem 3.1,

H*iCN/*ZPN ) « H*ÇEPN ) ® T/fäxi H*Ç2PN ) ® 28#//#j

in our range. Thus Ext<£CN/2PN) « Ext^ÇS'Fy), and so nN+\siCN/'2PN) «

zi6 hy [4] or [10]. If </3(g,5) ¥= 0, then irN+\4ÍCN) = 0, so that a, is surjective

by exactness. Hence wN+ |4(2FW) is cyclic. But this is not true (by [17, Table

8.2]), contradicting the hypothesis d3igX5) ¥* 0. (To see that wjv+I4(2Fw) is not

cyclic, we reproduce the relevant portion of [17, Table 8.2]

Nsl(Lb)

13      It     15
Ï-N+

«/3: Extà,JV+I6(Fv)-*Ext4iJV+18(FjV) is zero, because one element comes from

PN..2, where d3 is clearly 0, while the other is oA4, which survives the Adams

spectral sequence of Fjv+1 (because of the Adams decomposition of Sq16)

and, hence, survives the Adams spectral sequence of PN. Thus tj times a

filtration 3 element of irN+niPN) is nonzero and so no class of filtration 3

can be divisible by 2.)
We next show d3 annihilates the element g,3 of Ext0¿Ar+,3(CY) when

N = 11 (16). We consider the exact sequence

*N+13ÍC\/2PN)

From [17, Table 8.12] we have

N=H(ii>)

Tiv+12(EP*) -*■ "jv+i2(Qv)-

*\>

11   11   13 14_
i-N-
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As before, if d3(gx3) =£ 0, tr„((7) is nonzero in filtration 3, where G generates

"Jv+i3(Q/2Fw). But this cannot happen, for G ° v E ,tN+X6(CN/'ZPN) = 0,

whereas if x is any element of irN+xx(PN) of filtration 3, x ° v *£ 0 (because

h2: r£xt|A'+14(FJV)->.Ex4;v+18(FJV) is nonzero, and by [17, Table 8.12] the

element in YLxt%N+x\PN) survives the Adams spectral sequence).

All other differentials are zero by naturality.   □

Theorem 3.5. IfN = l (8), irN+X3(CN) « Z16.

Remark. The content of this theorem is the nontrivial extension in the

Adams spectral sequence.

Proof. We consider the maps of Adams spectral sequences induced by the

maps

BOsl+9[S]/BOsl+1[S] -+ F08/+13[8]/F08/+7[8]

4 BOsl+x3[S]/BOsl+9[S].

As in Theorem 3.1 the F^-terms are

Ext^SF8/;8 ) -» Exts2(2F88/++7'2 ) -* ExtepPHU2 ).

These are in / - s = 8/ + 19, 20 as below.

-fi" "0 » 19     20 if   *0

The ̂ -differential in BOzl+9[i]/BOgl+1[i] follows as in the proof of Theorem

3.3. Thus a homotopy class Â corresponding to the Ext-element A is mapped

nontrivially by k^ to a homotopy class corresponding to the Ext-element B.

Thus k+(2Â) = 2B and hence 2Â = C. By naturality this implies the

extension in BO [8]/5t98/+7[8].       □

Theorem 3.6. Any map P*'+6 -+ C8/_7 of filtration > 4 is null homotopic.

Proof. One first computes

i = 4,

j>4.
Ex#(//*(C8,_7),//'(F8'+6))={^'
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For example,

Ext|4(//*C8,_7, //♦/>«'+« ) « Ext£(//*(2P8/_7 ), H*P*'+6 )

«Ext|3(//*F„//*F14)

ker(d*: Homs(2-3C4, #*F14) ->Homs(2-3C5, H*PXA))

" im(</4*:Homs(2-3C3,//*F14)-^Homfi(2-3C4,//*F14)) '

where C¡ are the 6?-modules in the minimal resolution of F, given in §6. If l,

denotes a generator of Q, denote by /* the £E-homomorphism 2~3C4-»

H*P14 dual to ir% Then d*i!9) « mxo because

d*(4)(2-3m10) = 4(a,(2-^w)) = 4(Sq2(2-3/9))= Sq2(a10) *> 0.

Similarly, <£(/„) ■» 0 and imid*) = 0.

Thus the only possible map of filtration > 4 is the unique extension over

p8/+6 of p8/+4^c 58/+4_^« Q/7> where c is jjjg collapsing map and u a

filtration 4 generator of ?rg/+4(C8/_7). By Theorem 3.5, u factors as Sl'*A

-*"' C8/_9 -*' C8/_7. The composite u'c is trivial because the corresponding

element of Ext|3(//*C8/_9,//*F8'+4)«Ext^(//*F7,//*F20) is zero since

d*h'x5 = kX9 (using the notation of the previous paragraph and the resolution

of //*F7 given in §6).      □

The above proof may be rephrased as: a «^-differential in the Adams

spectral sequence (ASS) converging to [F8/+6, C8/_9] gives rise to a d2-

differentialinthatof[P8,+6, C8/_7].

Proposition 3.7. A filtration 2 map F8'-» C8/_,, which sends only fc8/_8

nontrivially is essential.

Proof. As in the previous proof,

Ext2/(//*C8,_,,,//*P8')

ker(«f*: Homs(2-'C2, H*P16) -^Homs(2_1C3, H*PX6))

" im((f*: Homfi(2-1C„//*F16)-»Homs(2-,C2,//*F16))

« <A*7, hxs, A,2 + A14>/<A"7 + A,,),

where C, are part of the minimal resolution of Ps. h-, corresponds to k\,_t
under the isomorphism

Hom(2-IC2, H*PX6) « Hom(//*(C8/_„<2», H*PSI)

and so gives a nontrivial element of Ext. It cannot be hit by a differential in

the ASS converging to [F8/, C8/_„] because Ext°¿xiH*CSI_xx, H*P*') = Z2

and the nonzero class survives to give the map F8/-» K8/_,, -» QC8/_,,.   □
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Proposition 3.8. The cokernel of i«: [Pt,+1, ßC8/_7] -> [F8/+7, QC8/_3] is

generated by an element [f2] of Adams filtration 2 whose restriction to />8/+5 «

trivial.

Proof. 7r8/+7(flC8/_7) -» 7r8/+7(ßC8/_3) is surjective by Table 3.2.

[F8/+6, ßC8/_3] can be computed from Extg+2i(F8/_3 A P#ll-7); this was

done in an earlier version of this paper, but the Ext computations were quite

complicated. It is much easier to use the method of 3.6 and the second

resolution of §6 to obtain

Ext$ (H^QC^ ), H*(P*'+6 )) =

Z2, s < 5, s =£ 2,

Z2 © Z2,    s = 2,

.0, s > 5.

Thus [F8/+6, ßC8/_3] contains the cyclic summand of order 26 generated by

F87"1"6-» VSI_3 -+ßC8/_3, which is in the image of /,, plus Z2 generated by

[/J which corresponds to Ext class hX4. Since Exf£(H*(Cgl_3), H*(Pil+6)) -

0 for j > 4, there are no possible differentials on this class in the ASS

converging to [F8/+6, ßC8/_3].      D

4. Proof of the immersions of Theorem 1.1. The fibrations B° -» 55p and

S -» F0[8] are not directly comparable. We compare them by the following

maps of fibrations.

Sl(BO[S]/BON[&]) <-V„ > VN +--VN-* VN A bo

í                             i                j                i 1
(4.1)      S <-BON[8] -^BSpinN<-BSp -► B%

I     ,        1        1        1=1
BO[8]   <-BO[8] -► 5Spin <-BSp->BSp

Here we have n = 8/ + 7, N = 8/ - 7 and a commutative diagram

50 [8] -»-FSpin

(4.1') *f
Rp8'+7-!-> QP2I+1

where g classifies (2L - 8/ - 8)¿ and g' classifies (2L~2 - 21 - 2)H. Let

(4.1") E! *- F,."[8] -* E/' *-E^ E?

denote the ith spaces in the n-MFFs for the 5 fibrations of (4.1).

The first step to proving Lemma 1.4(a) is to prove
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Proposition 4.2. // a(n) = 6 iand N = 8/ - 7), g' lifts to E3 and g lifts to
E4.

Proof. The method is that outlined in §2. As in [5, §4] we compute

,(2L-2-2I-2\ =

'2, i = 21- 2,

4 +vil),    i** 21-1,    if ail) = 3.

3, i = 21,
.4, i = 21+ 1,

Thus by [5, 1.8] g'lßP27-1 lifts to <_,„ and g' lifts to B¡,_3. Since

*r4/_,(fibre(F2(8/- 11)-»F2°(8/- 10)))

« T4/-i(fibre(F8/_„<0, 1> -> F8/_,0 A bo<0, 1») = 0

for / < 2/ - 1, gP2'"1 lifts to £2(8/ - 11). Since

ir4/_, (fibre(£'2 (8/ - 11) -* F2° (8/ - 3))) = 0

for / « 2/ and 2/ + 1, g' lifts to F2. For this lifting the ¿-invariants in degrees

8/ - 4 and 8/ map to zero, because they are the images of the corresponding

¿-invariants for B¡,_7 and B$¡_3, respectively. Similarly, when this lifting g2 is

followed into E2i%l — 7) all Jk-invariants except possibly the one correspond-

ing to the element of Exi2¿Psi_t) labeled oAf in [17, Tables 8.2 and 8.10]
map to zero. If / is even, the image of this ¿-invariant k2 in //*(£2(8/ — 11))

can be computed to be

Sq'/V, + Sq'¿8,_, + Sq2¿8/_2 + (Sq4 + Sq3Sq')¿8,_4

+ (Sq8 + Sq6Sq2 + w8 + w6Sq2 + w7Sq' + w4Sq3Sq] + wfykg,^.

Thus

(&)*(*2) » (Sq8 + Sq6Sq2 + wt + w6Sq2

+ H-7Sq' + w4Sq3Sq' + w|)g2*(¿8/_8)

- Sq8x8/_8 + w8((2L-2 -21- 2)H) • x8/_8 = 2x8/_8 = 0.

If / is odd, Sq8x8/_8 = 0 and w8 «■ 0, so k2 certainly maps to zero. Thus all

¿-invariants in H*(E2(Zl - 7)) map to zero, so there is a lifting to E3. Since

F3"[8] is the pullback of E3, there is a lifting of g into F3"[8] and, hence, into

E3. This lifting, l3, sends kg, nontrivially and ¿8/+2 and ¿£/+7 trivially. This is

because they correspond to the ¿-invariants in E3, where k\, maps nontriv-

ially (to QPV+X) since by [5, 1.8] QP2' does not lift to /$_?, and ¿8/+2 and
¿8/+7 map trivially since //8/+2(ßP2/+I) = 0 = //8/+7(gP2'+1).

The relations for the ¿^invariants in the MPT for & -» BO [8] are
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4:Sq'A:|/+Sq2Sq3Â:|/.4 = 0,

*3/+2: Sq24+1 + (Sq7 + Sq4Sq2Sq')4+4 = 0,

4+7= Sq5Sq'4+2+ (Sq7 + Sq4Sq2Sq')A:82/+, + Sq7Sq*A:82;

+ (Sq,0Sq2 + Sq8Sq3Sq')A:|,_4 = 0.

Thus (by [8]) under the action

p: Ku-s X Kg¡_x X Kg/_x X a8/ X a8í+i X E3—* E3,

p*ik¡,) = Sq't2,,, + Sq2Sq3t2,_5 + 1 ® k\„

etc. If/: RF8/+7-* Ä"8/_, is nontrivial, then l3 = p(f X l3) satisfies

l?(Hl) - if* ® ̂ KSq'if/-, + Sq2Sq3t2,_5 + 1 ® kl)

= Sq,x8,_1 + /3*A:83, = 0,

and, similarly, l3*(k¡,+2) = 0 = li*(k¡l+7). Thus 1'3 lifts to E'A.      □

By Table 3.2, îr8/+7(Q/-7) contains no nontrivial elements of filtration > 4.

Thus, by Theorem 3.6, since g lifts to F4, k0 ° g is null homotopic, proving

Lemma 1.4(a).

We now begin to prove Lemma 1.4(b) and (c).

Proposition 4.3. Through degree N + 16, there is an isomorphism of &•

modules

H*i&, BON[8]) « //*(28Fjv) ® S,//i,x,

where éE, is the subalgebra of @. generated by Sq1 and Sq2.

Proof. We use the relative Serre spectral sequence [20] for the fibration

(CF, F)-*(&, BON[8]) -» S, where F = fibre(50^[8] -» S) m fibre(F„ -»
ßCjv). By Theorem 3.1 in this range

//*(2F) « H*(PN)®'OJe¡ftí H*Ç2*PN) ® £//<£,.

The proposition follows, since H'(&) = 0 for i < 8.      □

Lemma 1.4(c) now follows immediately from a standard property of the

stable range [19, Chapter 15J-H A c X, then ^ -> fibre^-> X/A) is an

(0 + b + Inequivalence if A is a-connected and X/A is 6-connected.

Because of the decomposition 2(X Xi)= 2(*/\Y)\f2X V2Y, it is
convenient to consider the suspensions of the maps in (1.3). Thus iff: RF" -»

BO, is any map, [2£, p(f X /)] is the homotopy sum of three maps

(4.4) 2F"^ 2S^>' 2(S/5C\[8]),

(4.5) 2F"-£ 2ßc/(4° 2(S/FC\[8]),
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(4.6) 2P"2(^') 2(QQ A S)"™ 2S ^' 2(S/F0„[8]),

where H(p) denotes the Hopf construction on p. We will consider two

candidates for/: f0 is the composite

P"0-^1 P%^> VN^Ü2VH* QCN,

and/, is the composite

_„coll   __ u
p»-> sn^> QCK"AT»

where u* is nonzero in Z^cohomology so that [u] is represented by the

element in Ext^+,5(Q).

Proposition 4.7. (4.5) withf = /„ is null homotopic.

Proof. This follows from the general fact: If F-» F-V B is a fibration

and S = fibre(F -* B/E), then the composite F-» Q2F-» Û(B/E) -» S -»
S /F is null homotopic. To prove this let F = p~x(bQ) and view B/E as the

reduced mapping cone of p. Then S is the set of paths in B/E beginning at

A0 and ending in B. The map /: E -» S can be chosen to send a point e to the

path oe(t) = [t,e]. Then / restricted to F is homotopic to F-»fl2F->

fi(5/£) -* S, but £ -> S -» S /F is null homotopic.   □

Proposition 4.8. (4.6) withf = /, « nw«7 homotopic.

Proof. Since/,|P"_1 is null homotopic and /|F7 is null homotopic,/, A

I: P" /\Pn -+ÜCN f\& is null homotopic on the (n + 7)-skeleton. Preced-

ing this by a skeletal version of the diagonal map shows P" -* QC„ A S to be

null homotopic.   □

Proposition 4.9.

[P8'+7, S/F08,_7[8]] «[P88/;,6, S/2?08/_7[8]] © *8/+7(£/S08/_7[8])

« z8 © z,6.

Proof. The splitting follows immediately from the observations

[P8'+7, S/F08,_7[8]] «[F8/;7, S/F08/_7[8]]   and

r8/+l   ~r8/+l  V -J

The Adams spectral sequence converging to vm(S /F08/_7[8]) has £2-term

ExtSi(28F8/_7) by Proposition 4.3 and the change-of-rings theorem. This was

computed in [10] to begin

¿1 ■t-8-Sf +
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and so the 2-component of «•8/+7(S/F.08/_7[8])aíZ16. For odd primes

p, H*(& /BOg,_7[$]: Zp) = 0 and so the odd component of

*8/+t(S /£08/_7[8]) »s zero.

[Pütt, 6/*0„_7[8]] « ir2L_x(D(Pil:t ) A S/508/_7[8]),

where D(Pi'*6) is a Spanier-Whitehead (2L - l)-dual of Ps,+6 [22], which

has the homotopy type of P2tl*¡I2. The Adams spectral sequence converging

to this has F2-term Ext£J(F2i_8/_7 /\ 28F8/_7), which is easily computed by
the methods of [4, §3] tobe

*¿L i -*•*-■t-s -2  -

The ¿fj-differential on the classes in s = 0, / - s = 2L is zero because the

classes are present in ExtSi(F2i_g/_7 A 28F8/_9), where d2 is zero by h0-

naturality. Thus the 2-primary component of [P*'+6, & /Ft98/_7[8]] is Zg,

and the odd component is zero because //*(F2i._8/_7 A S /F<38/_7[8]; Zp) =
0 forp odd.      □

We shall denote by G, and G2 the generators of the Z8 and Z16, respec-
tively.

Proposition 4.10. (4.5) for / = /, is (up to odd multiples) 2,{,+ X)G2.

Proof. We must determine (kxi)^(u) in the exact sequence

vtl+7 (^8/-7 ) -* w8/+7 (ŒQ/_7 )

(*.»).

-*    W8/+7(g/F08/_7[8])-»i78,+6(F8/_7)

by considering the induced map of Adams spectral sequences. For iri(F8/_7)

we have from [17, Tables 8.2 and 8.10, Theorem 7.4]

y(îî+î)-3 lifal+îV«» V(«f*?) = S

H
-Î-8Î+

6   7 i«ar
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Note that for a(8l + 7) = 6, / *f* 7, we must have v(%l + 8) < 5.7r,(ßC8/_7)

is, by Table 3.2,

H
é    7

i=?í+

Thus the classes of i"g/+7(QC8/_7) of filtration 0 and 1 map nontrivially, while

for v(Sl + 8) < 4 a class of filtration 2 also maps nontrivially, and for

v(il + 8) = 3 so also does the class of filtration 3. That is, the image of (¿,0#

in Z,6 is a subgroup of order 24~,,(/+,), which must be generated by 2"(/+1)C72.

[F8/+7,ßC8/_7AS](1«)*[F8/+7,ßC8/_7AFO[8]], and [F8,+7, BO[Z]]

is a cyclic 2-group such that the map "8/£" classifying the vector bundle 8/£ is

i times the generator.

Proposition4.11. Supposeq: F8/+7->ßC8/_7 AS«such that (1 f\p)q =

/o A"8/£" for some odd integer i. Then 2¿, • H(p)- 1q is nontrivial in H*'+2

and hence is axGx + b2G2, where ax is an odd integer and b2 is some integer.

Proof. There is a commutative diagram of exact sequences in the stable

range defined using [8, 2.9].

-+H*(&,BON[8])^ H*+x(BO[&],&)-+H*+1(BO[8],BON[8])^

u*k* * L'* J
• H*(SICN x g) -> H*+1(&, ÇICN x g) —» H*+1(&)

where as usual N = 8/ - 7. H*(QCN) has classes (Qj)*wN+i for / > 0, where

/: BO[8]/BON[%] -* BO/BON, and these classes are also present in

H*(BO [8], S ). If z is the first nonzero class in H*(&, BON[ty, then

8z = (Sq8 + ws)wN+x +[(N + l)/8]S4Vn,

and hence

p*kx*z = Sq8wJV+, ® 1 + wN+x ® w8

+[(N + li/SJSqV^+j ® 1 + 1 ® something.

Thus the A-component of p*k*z is wN+x ® ws, which is the first nonzero

class in//*(QCAr AS).
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q*(wN+l ® ws) = fS (wN+x)-"8i?'*(ws) = /• w8(8i¿) * 0

since i is odd.   D

Corollary 4.12. // /: F8'"1"7 -->& isa lifting of 8i£, then (4.6) with f = fQis
iaxGx + ib2G2, where ax is an odd integer and b2 is an integer.

Proof. Under the homomorphisms

[F", QCN] ®[F", BO[Z]] -*[2F", 2ßC„ A 50[8]]

OAP*)~
[2F»,2ßC^AS]

2*, °H(p)  r

-*      [2F",2(S/FO„[8])],

[2fc, ° //(u) ° 2(/0 AO] is the image of /„ A"8i£\ which is i times the

image of/0A"8r.
In order to show that this pairing is a homomorphism we note that since

n < N + 15,

[F", ßC„ A F0[8]] «[>, QCn A (50[8](,5))],

where F0[8](l5) denotes the 15-skeleton. Hence [F", BO[$]] may be replaced

by [F", F0[8](15)]. But F0I8]05) is a stable space and so the Whitney sum and

stable (= ß00^00) additions agree. It is well known that if stable addition is

used in all spaces, the smash product gives a homomorphism.      □

In order to show that / can be chosen so that the sum of the maps

(4.4)-(4-6) is zero, we must get some hold on what (4.4) can be. To do this, we

use the fact [18] that there is a lifting of F" to FO,,_I0[8]. There is a map of

(1.3) into the corresponding diagram with n — 14 replaced by n — 10.

S2C_14xS-

/,x/2

S2Cn_10xS'

JL-+s

►S'
*.

•S/F0„_14[8]

I/,
-«'/BO„_10[8]

[F", S/BOm_lJ8H-*f" lp"> &7F0n_,o[8j] is a surjection Z8 0Z16->Z4©
Zg sending Gx h» G'x and G2 k G2. By Proposition 3.8 the cokernel of
[F", ßCB_14]-V"[F", ßC„_I0] is generated by an element f2 of Adams

filtration 2 whose restriction to />8/+5 is trivial. The analogue (with N =* n-

10 and S replaced by S 0 of (4.6) with f - f2 is null homotopic by the
argument of Proposition 4.8, and the analogue of (4.5) with / = /2 has

filtration > 2 so that it is a multiple of 4G2.
Let /: F" -» & be some lifting of g. Since F" lifts to Ft9n_10[8], there exists
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some /': P"->ßCn_,0 such that ¿íp'(/' Xj2l) = 0. Either /' or /' -/2
factors as Fn-VöCn_14-*/l ñC„_,0. Thus ¿',p'0'i X/2X/ x 0 is trivial or

4G2, and hence ¿, p(/ X /) is 4aGx + 4bG2 for some a G Z2, b G Z4. If

a = 0, then

¿,p((/-A-22-'</+1>/,)x/) = 0

by Propositions 4.8 and 4.10. If a = 1, then by Propositions 4.7 and 4.12,

^((/+22-'(,+,)/o)x/)=4cG2

for some c G Z4 and

¿,p((/+ 22-*(/+1)/0 - c- 22-'('+,)/,) X /) = 0,

proving Lemma 1.4(b).

5. Proof of the nonimmersion of Theorem 1.1. It suffices to prove a(l) = 3

implies

"i2L-8/-8)£"
F8/(    -»        FO[8]^C8/_„

is essential. We shall again use diagrams (4.1), (4.1'), and (4.1"), with

N = 8/ - 11. The coefficients

,(2L~2-2l-2\

are as in Proposition 4.2, and by the method of Proposition 4.2, g'\QP21 lifts

to £2 and g|.RP8/ lifts to £2.

Proposition 5.1. There is a lifting of RF8/ to E2 sending only ¿8/_8

nontrivially.

Proof. We first show that there is a lifting of gP2/ to £2° sending only

¿8/+8 nontrivially. The underlying reason is that

V{2l"\i~-2~ 2) = 2   WMe "i21"2 ~i21 ~2)>2

for 1 = 21 — 1,21; this becomes a proof by using naturality of ¿-invariants

and the fact that [5, 1.8] implies gP2/"2 does not lift to B$,_xx, QP2'~X lifts

to FgVio, and gP2/ lifts to 58°,_3.

Since Ext|4'+1(F8/_,,)-*Ext|4'+I(F8/_„ A bo) is an isomorphism for 1 <

21, there is a lifting of QPV to £2 sending only ¿8/_8 nontrivially, and hence

there is a lifting l2 of RPV to £2"[8] sending only ¿8/_8 nontrivially. By

computing the induced map of minimal éE(£0[8])-resolutions, we see that

RP6' -V1 £2"[8] ->' £2 also sends only ¿8/_8 nontrivially. For example, there

is a ¿-invariant k'sl G H8liEQ due to the element in Table 3.2, N m 5 (8),

J = 2, t — s = N + 11, which is annihilated by A0.
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i*k'sl = Sq'/Vg,., + Sq2*8/_2 + Sq2Sq'Â:g,_3

+ (Sq8 + Sq6Sq2 + Wg)/c8/_g.

Then /2*i*/V8/ = (Sq8 + Sq6Sq2 + w8)x8/"8 = 0, since Sq8*8'-8 * 0 if and only

ifw8((2¿-8/-8)D^0.   D
There is a map from this MPT into an Adams resolution of C8/_„, and so

5.1 and 3.7 imply that our map P%1 - Cg/_,, is essential.      □

6. Minimal resolutions. In this section we tabulate the minimal ir-

resolutions of F„ F5, and F7 which were used in §3. See [19, Chapter 18] or

[2]. We form an exact sequence

0+— H*PNJ*- CqJ^-C,^- C2<-

of tîj-modules, where C¡ is free, such that ker(d¡) c G^ • C¡. Then Exf£(PN)

«Hom^-'Q.Zi).
We shall denote generators of C, by g, h, k, l, m, n, p for s —

1, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, respectively, with a subscript to denote t — s, and primes to

denote a second generator for the same s and t. We omit Sq for Steenrod

squares; thus 62g denotes Sq6Sq2g. H*(PN+S) « H*Ç2*PN) as f^-modules so

all Extg^Fy) for N =1,5,7 (8) follows from these tables.
Resolution ofH*Pxfor t - s < 15.
generators or,, a3, a7, a15,

g2: 2a, (this means d0(g2) = Sq2a,),

g3: la3 + 21o„

8+ 4a„

ge- 4«3.
g7: la7 + 41 o3,

g8: 2a7 + 42a3,

gx5: la15 + 27a7,

A3: lg3 + 2g2,

A7: lg7 + 23g3,

A7: (4 + 31)g4 + 6g2,

A8: 21g6 + 6g3 + (7 + 421)g2 + 23g*

h9: 2g8 + 3g7 + 4g«,

hxi: lg15 + 27g7,

h\s: (46 + 73)g6 + 651g4 + (67 + 463)g3,
Jfc7: 1A7 + 23 h3,

k9: 2A8 + (7 + 421)A3,

*,4: 51A9 + (7 + 421)A8 + 71A7 + (Í0, 2 + 831)A3,

kX5: lhxs + 27A7,

k\s: \h'xs + 52A9 + (27 + 72)A7 + 27A7 + (13 + G, 1 + 94 + 841)A3,
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l9: 21¿7,

/„: 3¿9 + 41 ¿7,

/,4: 1¿,4 + 42¿9 + 71¿7,

/,s: 1¿,5 + 27¿7,

l'xs: 1¿',5 + 2¿,4 + (7 + 421)¿9 + 27¿7,

mxo: 2/9,

mxx. l/„ + 21/9,
mI4: l/,4 + 4/„ + 6/9,

m,5: l/,5 + 23/,,,

n„: lm„ + 2m,0,

«,5: lffi,5 + 23m,,,

p,5: 1«,5 + 23«,,.
Resolution of H*Ps for t - s < 15.

generators a5, a-,, axs,

86- 2«5>
g7: la7 + 21 a5,

g8: 2a7 + 4a5,

in: 41 a7,

g,$: la,j + 4241a5,

A7: lg7 + 2g6,

A„: lg„ + 212g7,

A,2: 2g„ + 6g7 + 23g8 + (7 + 421)g6,

hu- 4g„ + 62g7,
A,5: lg,5 + 521g8 + (27 + 72 + 621)g7,

A',5: (62 + 521)g8 + (27 + 72 + 63 + 621)g7 + (Í0 + 82 + 91)g6,
¿„: 1A„ + 23A7,

¿13: 2A,2 + 3A„ + (7 + 421)A7,

¿,4: 1A,4 + 21A,2 + 4A„ + 62A7,

¿,5: 1A,5 + 41A„,

M3: 21¿,„
/„: 1¿14 + 2¿,3 + 4¿„,

/15: 1¿15 + 23¿„,

m,4: 2/,3,

mxs: 1/.5 + 21/,3,

nx¡: l/w,5 + 2m,4.

Resolution of H* F7 for t - s < 19.

generators o¡7, a,s,

gg. 21 a7,

g„: 41a7,

¿?12: 42«7»

g,5: lot,5 + 45a7,
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gX6: 2a,j + 424a7,

h\o- 2<?9»
A„: lg„ + 21g9,

*i4= 4g„ + 6g9,

«15= l«?is + 7g9 + 421g9,
A'15: (4 + 31)g,2 + 61g9,

A17: 2gI6 + 3g,5 + 42g,2 + 52g,„

¿„: 1A„ + 2A,0,

¿15: 1A,5 + 41A,„

¿I6: 21A14 + 6A„ + (7 + 421)A10,

¿19: 3A,7 + 5A,5 + 5A',5 + 6A,4 + (631 + 82 + K) + 91)A10,

/,5: 1¿,5 + 23¿„,

/17: 2¿,6 + (7 + 421)¿„,

m,7: 21/,j,

mX9: 3/,7 + 41/,5,

n,8: 2m,7,

nX9: ImX9 + 21m,7,

pI9: lnX9 + 2nxs.
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